
 

 

 

 

Minutes of the Safety &Access Control Committee 

Tuesday, November 21, 2017 at 10:00am (Scheduled) 

The Card Room at the Varsity Club 

7671 The Park Boulevard, University Park, FL 34201 

 

 

The following Committee Members were present:  Randy Bennett, David Cohen, Dan Carter, Harry See, Gio 

Cantarella and Enjoli Collins, CMS 

Committee Members absent:  Lloyd Kramer, Larry Newman and Jeff Caufield 

Guest attendees:  Ginney DuBuys and Bjorn Sigurdsson 

 

Dave Cohen called the meeting to order at 10:07 am  

 

Attendance 

 Attendance Sheet was passed around and maintained by Enjoli Collins 

 

Newsletter Feedback 

 The recent welcome back newsletter as well as related emails and questions received by the Committee 

were discussed. Shannan Minkus of CMS will respond on the Committee’s behalf to each resident who 

submits a  question or comment. That response will include a ‘thank you’ from the Committee as we value 

and want comments and questions from residents and homeowners. 

 

Fishing Policy Feedback 

 The Committee has been discussing a UP Fishing Policy since the original meeting held on May 8, 2017. 

Homeowners can review Committee meeting minutes on the Community website Some residents 

questioned the need for and timing of the new Fishing Policy. To summarize the rationale for the new 

Fishing Policy, the following information was included with its general release: 

 With the formation of the Safety and Access Control Committee in May 2017, the Declarant  requested that 

a formalized UP-wide fishing policy be developed that outlines and follows what is found in 

UPCC’s  CC&Rs.  

 There are legal liability issues that the Golf Club owner, the Declarant and UPCAI cannot accept, 

regarding  persons slipping, tripping or falling into the ponds,  persons consuming fish from our lakes, and 

personal risk from interactions with wildlife in/around the ponds, such as the alligators.  

 Also, UPCAI has installed sterile carp in 22 ponds  in an attempt to control marine growth and algae. The 

number of involved ponds could increase if the initiative is successful. There should be no disturbance to 

the specially stocked ponds in any case. 

 The reality is that fishing in UP has never formally been authorized by the owners of the ponds and the 

owners of the water rights to the ponds. In fact, clauses found in CC&Rs do not allow any use of the ponds 

unless such written authorization is provided. None has ever been provided. 

 Ponds in or contiguous to the Golf Course are owned by the owners of the Golf Club or the Declarant. Each 

would have to provide written authorization to allow fishing; neither ever has.  

 Ponds that are fully bounded by residences (no contiguous to the Golf Club) are ‘controlled’ by HOA 

which would have to provide written authorization to allow fishing and designate what areas can be fished. 

No such written authorization and designation has been issued by UPCAI. 

RESOLVED: In consideration of all these factors, a ‘No Fishing’ policy was finally proposed to and agreed to by 

the Board of Directors in October, 2017. An email outlining these points will be sent to residents and homeowners 



who submitted questions about the Fishing Policy. This summary can also be used by Committee members should 

they field  questions on Fishing Policy. 

Roadways 

 Comments were received in response to the Newsletter’s statement that none of UP’s roadways are two 

lane roadways, including wide ones like The Park Boulevard.  The Committee understands that Manatee 

County stipulated the width of the roadways, possibly to ensure that emergency vehicles could always 

make safe passage through UP. In everyday use, the roadways are shared between motor vehicles, golf 

carts, bicycles, and at times, pedestrians.  

 It has been suggested that in the future we install pavement markings to delineate a golf cart/bicycle lane at 

least on the Boulevard. This will be taken up by the Committee at a later date; no action at this time. 

Cycling 

 Comments were received about bicycles being ridden on the sidewalks in UP; as well, there has been a 

pedestrian/cyclist confrontation or two. 

 Under Florida Statute 316.2065, “BICYCLES CAN BE LEGALLY OPERATED ON ALL FLORIDA 

SIDEWALKS AND CROSSWALKS UNLESS A LOCAL ORDINANCE PROHIBITS IT.”  The Statute also 

makes clear that in all cases, cyclists must yield the right-of-way to pedestrians and must give an audible 

signal before overtaking or passing pedestrians. 

 Please note that it is preferable that all bicycles be operated on roadway surfaces, not sidewalks. However, 

when riding on sidewalks, be mindful that pedestrians have the right-of-way under all circumstances. 

ACTION: Committee 

Speeding/Drones/Parking Policies 

 Comments on all of these were tabled and will be discussed by Larry Newman and Randy Bennett and the 

Committee at the next meeting in order to begin discussions and formulation of applicable policies. 

Speeding is a chronic problem in the Park that needs to be addressed.  Drones are becoming an issue 

within UP. The Committee, led by a sub-group, will be developing a formal UP-wide Drone Policy to be 

presented to the Board of Directors for approval. Such a policy will take into account homeowners’ rights 

to privacy, our proximity to SRQ with mandatory FAA notifications to SRQ of drone flights, drone 

registration, to name a few critical considerations.  Parking, especially in cul-de-sacs, is an on going 

‘reminder’ issue.  Cul-de-sac parking is prohibited as it could block emergency vehicles as well as 

contractors/vendors.  

ACTION: Committee led by Larry Newman and Randy Bennett 

CERT Update 

 Lloyd Kramer provided CERT update information to Gio Cantarella. CERT training is on track for January 

and contacts with Fire and Police have been made for Community-wide ‘town hall’ presentations in 2018. 

Channel 7 weatherman Bob Harrigan will be contacted shortly to gauge availability for hazardous weather 

presentation also in a ‘town hall’ format. 

ACTION: Lloyd Kramer and Committee members 

Access Control/Dwelling Live Update 

 New Vendor on track to implement on 14 December. Next meeting is 27 November and a further one on 

one session on 7 December. 

ACTION: Enjoli Collins and Gio Cantarella  

  



Other As Appropriate 

 Ginney DuBuys of Wentworth had a question as to whom should be contacted if there is something out of 

the ordinary observed. 911 if serious or Gatehouse if not serious. 

 Mr. Cohen provided an update in regards to the Emergency Access Road #12: Convex mirror to be 

installed to aid in vehicle visibility.  

 

ACTION: CMS to continue the evaluation of Emergency Access Road #12.  

 

With no other business to discuss the meeting was adjourned by Dave Cohen at 10:47am. 

 

Respectfully Submitted 

David Cohen & Gio Cantarella, Co-Chairs 


